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Listed success for Mildenberger
HEIKH Hamdan bin

Mohammed’s Mildenberger,

pictured above with his

groom Giovanni Silva,

became the third Kingsley Park

representative to win Salisbury’s Listed

Stonehenge Stakes in recent years when

battling to a nose win over Albishr on

August 25.

The Teofilo colt won on his debut at

Haydock in July, and followed up in a

Newbury novice event a fortnight later.

On the strength of those wins, he was

sent to the Qatar Goodwood Festival to

contest the Group 2 Vintage Stakes on

the opening day of the meeting. There,

he stayed on strongly in the closing

stages to finish third behind the

impressive Expert Eye.

Salisbury’s Stonehenge Stakes was

established in 2001, and boosted to

Listed status just two years later. Mark

has trained two former winners –

McCartney in 2007 and Montataire in

2016.

Seven runners went to post for this

year’s renewal of the race. Albishr

made the early running, racing against

the rail. Mildenberger tracked the leader

under Franny Norton, racing a touch

wider. In truth, Mildenberger never

looked to be travelling particularly well,

and had to be ridden along by Franny

with perhaps three furlongs to travel.

Albishr quickened clear with a

quarter of a mile left to race.

Mildenberger came under a powerful

left-handed drive from Franny and

began to respond, but just then the

leader’s stable companion, Tigre du

Terre, loomed up as a serious

challenger. 

Heavyweight

At this point, Mildenberger had to

take a leaf out of the book of his

namesake Karl Mildenberger, the

former European heavyweight boxing

champion, and knuckle down for a

fight.

To his credit, he did so brilliantly,

pouncing late and fast to snatch a win in

the shadow of the winning post. Albishr

was beaten by a nose, with Tigre du

Terre three-quarters of a length back in

third.

It will be interesting to see where

connections send Mildenberger next.

McCartney took the Champagne Stakes

route, while Montataire was sent to the

Royal Lodge. On the one hand, the mile

trip of the Royal Lodge looks preferable

given the way Mildenberger finished

his race at Salisbury; on the other, his

time of 1:42:15 for the race was the

quickest recorded in the 17 renewals of

the race to date, suggesting the son of

Teofilo lacks nothing in the pace

department. Interestingly, the colt holds

entries for both races, as well as the

Beresford Stakes and the Dewhurst.

His dam, the Dubawi mare Belle

Josephine, won two of her three starts

for Mark, scoring over a mile and a half

and two miles as a four-year-old in

2012. 

HALF-SISTER to the Listed

Height of Fashion Stakes winner

Marsh Daisy and the Queen’s Vase

second Yankee Doodle, she may well be

a strong influence for stamina in the

colt’s pedigree. Further back on the

distaff side of his pedigree, the third

dam is the Meon Valley Stud’s blue-

blooded Bella Colora.
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